
Poinsettia Pillow

• Template material (get at fabric, craft, or quilt shop; can also use old x-ray material)
• ½ yard of Wool Felt or comparable white or cream-colored felt-type material
• Fabric marking pen that is water soluble or Pilot “FriXion pen that disappears when touched with 
hot iron. 
• Pearl or other heavy thread in white or cream color. Dark gray heavy duty buttonhole
thread to sew on bells. (sharp edges on bells would cut regular thread)

•Dark gray heavy duty buttonhole thread to sew on bells. (sharp edges on bells would cut regular 
thread).
• 16” Pillow form
• ½ Yard Fabric color of choice; linen, suiting, heavy broadcloth for pillow cover.  
I don’t recommend regular muslin, as it is too light weight.

• 12” or 14” zipper matching the color of your pillow fabric (zipper optional).
• Thread color matching your pillow fabric
• Pins
• Large eye embroidery needle
• 10 bells for center; size .375 or 10mm  
(Purchase gold or silver and lightly spray paint with gray tones).

                     You will need: 
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With a long ruler, from corner to corner on the right side of one of your 
pillow squares, mark the center of your pillow with an X.  This is important 
so that you can properly place your petals.

Note in the photo that there are five large petals.  Notice that two are 
pointing toward the lower corners and the other three to the left, top, 
and center.  You’ll see that they are not equally placed by the “X” in the 
center of the pillow.  You will place the large petals so that the tips are set 
back at least an inch from the cut edge of material. (You will not want to 
sew the tips into the pillow seams).

Next, as shown in this image, layer on the medium and small petals to 
determine placement.  The smallest petals will almost close the center 
hole where the “X” is.  When you are satisfied with the placement, remove the two top layers of petals and pin the large 
petals in place.  Using pearl thread, with large stitches, stitch down the center of each petal, attaching to the base fabric.  
Complete all five petals then stitch on the medium and small petals.

With buttonhole thread stitch 10 small bells onto the center of the petals.

With right sides together sew the front and back pillow squares together, leaving a 12” opening on the one side.  Turn right 
sides out; put pillow form in, and blind stitch the opening.  For the experienced seamstress, you will sew in your zipper prior 
to sewing the front and back of the pillow cover.

Now wasn’t that easy!  I hope you have enjoyed this pillow project.

Trace the three poinsettia pattern petals onto template 
material.  Using a water soluble, disappearing, or heat 
removing pen, on the wool felt material, trace five petals of 
each of the three templates.  With a ruler or straight edge, 
draw a line through the center of each petal.  This will be your 
guide for stitching.

Cut two 16 ½” squares from your main fabric for your pillow.  If 
your fabric is one that frays, zig-zag all edges.  

NOTE:  If you want to sew a zipper into your cover, you must cut 
your pillow fabric 16 ½” x 17 ½”.  This will give you additional 
fabric to sew in a zipper.  If you are opting to not us a zipper, 
you will, in your final step, hand stitch the pillow closed on the 
one side.

Instructions
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Template
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